so the community can be better prepared to act when disaster strikes.
The authors highlight the paucity of research in the area of disaster medicine, and describe it as a "vital function" in the preparation for an adequate response from the medical community. They provide readers with a practical outline for carrying out disaster research and discuss issues including developing a research protocol, and finding sources offunding for disaster-based research.
Disaster medicine is an emerging subspecialty of emergency medicine. It is an inter-disciplinary field that combines expertise and education from many areas, in developing a community-oriented response to situations that offer little or no warning, and have the potential for producing mass chaos and mass casualty. Hogan and Burstein designed a text that any stakeholder in disaster planning or response will find useful, timely, and relevant. The authors communicate information with a less didactic and more practical approach to the subject matter, one that providers of all levels of experience and education will appreciate. Disaster Medicine would be an excellent addition to any graduate course or continuing education program in disaster medicine or public health preparedness. Rather, what sets this book apart is how it tells this story: it focuses on the people involved.
As any researcher can attest, science is inherently personal, and in a field where so many clever people pour their whole lives into problems that fascinate them, the output of their work has always been dry, devoid of personality. Further, as anyone who has read James Watson's Double Helix will likely add, this can be a blessing or a curse. Somewhere between James Dewey Watson and nucleic acids research lies the truth: science, presented as the work of deeply motivated, cunning individuals; people who interact, compete and collaborate, and whose names are irrevocably attached to the work they do -at least, in the eyes of their colleagues. Operators and Promoters brings this personal angle, and an appreciation for the personalities, quirks, and strengths ofthese researchers, within the grasp of any reader. As an outsider to a given field, you may be amazed how much more interesting it is to read about the hallmark discoveries while browsing meticulously crafted portraits ofprominent scientists, reading biographical details and interspersed anecdotes, and following these fascinating individuals through a tiny slice ofthe paramount journey they undertook in uncovering their contributions to our understanding oflife.
Like As a student learning neuroanatomy, one of the biggest challenges is often mastering the blood supply to any given region of the central nervous system. The most user-friendly approach to learning such information can now be found within the second edition of The Brain Atlas by Woolsey et al. from the Washington University School of Medicine. Even as one picks up the manual, the brilliant colors and easy to flip notebook style bring the atlas to life as an appealing teaching guide. For every tissue section through the brain and spinal cord, one can easily follow clearly numbered anatomical regions: from a histological photograph to a colorful representation of the vascular supply and lastly to an in situ view through a MR image. The atlas ends with an emphasis on all of the major CNS pathways by superimposing brightly labeled pathways upon actual histological sections from the brain to the lower spinal cord levels. This "one glance reveals all" approach is not only a major time-saver, but also depicts the pathways more clearly than any other reference I have ever encountered.
The logical, multi-disciplinary progression in The Brain Atlas succeeds beautifully in integrating the anatomical, radiological, vascular, and fimctional aspects of neuroanatomy just as a student would be expected to know in a clinical setting. Furthermore, the clearly delineated sections make this an easy and fast reference on the wards for any student or resident. One possible improvement for future editions might be the inclusion of actual clinical syndromes as they apply to normal anatomy, vascular supply, and pathways. The Brain Atlas is clearly a valuable asset to any student, teacher, or clinician broaching the wonderful world of neuroscience. 
